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Abstract
In order to establish new infections HIV-1 particles need to attach to receptors expressed

on the cellular surface. HIV-1 particles interact with a cell membrane receptor known as

CD4 and subsequently with another cell membrane molecule known as a co-receptor. Two

major different co-receptors have been identified: C-C chemokine Receptor type 5 (CCR5)

and C-X-C chemokine Receptor type 4 (CXCR4) Previous reports have demonstrated cellu-

lar modifications upon HIV-1 binding to its co-receptors including gene expression modula-

tions. Here we investigated the effect of viral binding to either CCR5 or CXCR4 co-

receptors on viral diversity after a single round of reverse transcription. CCR5 and CXCR4

pseudotyped viruses were used to infect non-stimulated and stimulated PBMCs and puri-

fied CD4 positive cells. We adopted the SOLiD methodology to sequence virtually the entire

proviral DNA from all experimental infections. Infections with CCR5 and CXCR4 pseudo-

typed virus resulted in different patterns of genetic diversification. CCR5 virus infections pro-

duced extensive proviral diversity while in CXCR4 infections a more localized substitution

process was observed. In addition, we present pioneering results of a recently developed

method for the analysis of SOLiD generated sequencing data applicable to the study of viral

quasi-species. Our findings demonstrate the feasibility of viral quasi-species evaluation by

NGS methodologies. We presented for the first time strong evidence for a host cell driving

mechanism acting on the HIV-1 genetic variability under the control of co-receptor stimula-

tion. Additional investigations are needed to further clarify this question, which is relevant to

viral diversification process and consequent disease progression.
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Introduction
HIV-1 adsorption to host cell depends on the ligation to cell membrane receptor, CD4, and the
subsequent penetration requires interaction with another host cell membrane molecule known
as a co-receptor. Two major different co-receptors have been identified: C-C chemokine
Receptor type 5 (CCR5) and C-X-C chemokine Receptor type 4 (CXCR4) [1, 2]. These cellular
molecules belong to the G-protein coupled receptors superfamily, and are primarily involved
in the activation of neutrophils (CXCR4), monocytes, lymphocytes or basophils (CCR5) [3].
Both co-receptors are expressed in T CD4 positive lymphocytes, the main target cell for HIV-1,
being CCR5 preferentially present in the effector memory T cells subset, whereas CXCR4 is
abundant at the surface of naive T cells [4]. Macrophages, another important HIV-1 target cell,
also express both co-receptors being CXCR4 less abundant [5]. The glycoprotein 120 (gp 120),
a virus surface protein encoded by the env gene, is the viral binding component to the cellular
receptor and co-receptor. It contains conserved (C1-5) and variable (V1-5) regions. Scattered
amino acid positions in the primary sequence of conserved regions are directly implicated in
the contact to CD4 receptor [6]. The variable region 3 (V3 loop) of gp 120 is involved in co-
receptor binding, and changes in its amino acid composition are responsible for phenotypic
changes in the co-receptor usage [7].

Regarding to the use of co-receptors, three different phenotypes are recognized in HIV-1:
(i) R5, for CCR5 employing viruses; (ii) X4, for CXCR4 employing viruses; and (iii) R5X4 dual-
tropic, for both co-receptors employing viruses. Usually, R5 viruses are found at early stages of
infection and X4 viruses are more often related to T CD4 positive cells decay and AIDS devel-
opment [1–3]. According to literature different cellular outcomes after CCR5 or CXCR4 stimu-
lation by the attachment of R5 or X4 viruses have been described [8–10]. R5 viruses have been
related to the stimulation of genes related to the cell cycle regulation. Some authors also
reported that cellular transcriptional modulations are mostly a consequence of the interaction
between the virus and its co-receptor rather than to the binding to CD4 receptor itself [9].
Another recent report showed a higher capability of R5 viruses to induce a specific host DNA
repair mechanism involving a dUTP removing enzyme, when compared to X4 viruses [11].
This activity could counteract the effect of APOBEC, thus reducing the impact of hypermuta-
tion on HIV genome [12, 13].

Mutation is an important driving force during the evolution of biological entities, particu-
larly for RNA viruses to which the quasi-species concept has been applied. HIV-1 is such an
example [14]. Since a quasi-species is defined as a spectrum of mutant virus acting as a whole,
a populational approach is suitable in order to evaluate its biological properties. Next genera-
tion sequencing (NGS) methods had been proposed as an analytical tool in virology [15, 16],
and are employed in HIV-1 studies as exemplified in some recent publications [17–19]. How-
ever, technical peculiarities have made some methods more commonly used than others [20].
As an example, SOLiD sequencing methodology (Life Technologies) has been used only in spe-
cific cases when haplotypes reconstruction is not believed to be mandatory [21, 22]. The short
length reads generated by SOLiD are not adequate for individual genome reconstruction. On
the other hand according to the quasi-species theory the ensemble of variants is much more
relevant than a specific viral genome [14]. Consequently SOLiD is suitable for the study of viral
quasi-species. To our knowledge, that methodology has never been proposed to evaluate viral
populations without the need to track individual genomes.

Here we present the results of nucleotide substitutions occurring in proviral DNA popula-
tions after a single round of reverse transcription in cultures of primary infected cells with
either R5 or X4 pseudotyped viruses. Pseudotyped viruses were used to infect resting and stim-
ulated PBMCs and purified CD4 positive cells. We also compared the influence of target cell
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homogeneity and its physiological status, i.e., PBMCs versus purified CD4 positive cells, and
resting versus stimulated cells on the observed viral diversity. We used the SOLiD methodology
to sequence virtually the entire proviral DNA from each experiment.

We considered the aligned sequence reads, obtained from each infection condition, as rep-
resentative of the HIV-1 provirus population after a single replicative event. Also, we present
in this paper the first results of a recently developed method for the analysis of SOLiD gener-
ated sequencing data devoted to the study of viral quasi-species [23].

Results

Host cells preparation and infection assay
A total of 1.2 x 108 viable PBMCs/mL were obtained from a single seronegative donor. Part of
those cells was further used for selection of CD4 positive cells. In order to access the Δ32CCR5
deletion in those cells, an aliquot of PBMCs was used for PCR amplification of the CCR5 cod-
ing gene. Fig 1 shows the wild type homozygous state assuring those cells could be infected by
R5 HIV-1 variants. Part of each group of cells was stimulated as described in the Methods sec-
tion, and the stimulation of cells was indirectly assessed by flow cytometry assay (Figs 1 and 2).
Resting state was suggested by the low density or absence of phenotypic lymphocyte activation

Fig 1. Agarose gel with amplified products from the CCR5 gene from donor’s infected cells showing the absence ofΔ 32 deletion. Lane A:
molecular size marker, lane B: amplified region of the CCR5 gene from donor’s cells, used in the study lane C: homozygous wild type control showing the
expected wild type band control containing 241 bp, lane D: heterozygous wild type/Δ32 control.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.g001
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markers at the surface of non-stimulated cells, allowing us to conclude that these cells were at
the G0 phase (quiescent state) of the cell cycle [24]. On the other hand, stimulated cells showed
an increase in lymphocyte activation markers. Differences in the expression of activation mark-
ers before and after stimulation were assessed by MFI (Median of Fluoresce Intensity). Values
of MFI for all tested markers were significantly different (p values bellow 0.05) between unsti-
mulated and stimulated cells. Pseudotyped HIV-1 viruses were harvested from the supernatant
of transfected HeLa cells. A mean value of 1.3 x 107 viral particles/mL for pseudotyped viruses
(X4 and R5) were obtained and infections of blood derived cells performed. After 72 hours of

Fig 2. Expression of Activation Markers using flow cytometry assays.Histograms showing the
expression of CD25, CD69, CD38 and HLA-DR from gated CD3+CD4+ cell populations from PBMCs are
shown in the upper row. Histograms indicating the expression of CD25, CD69 from gated CD3+CD4+ cell
populations from purified T CD4+ cells appear in the lower row. X axis indicates the fluoresce intensity of a
specific marker and Y axis indicates the percentage of cells in the population expressing this specific marker.
Graphics under each histogram represent the MFI (Median of Fluorescence Intensity) of each activation
marker in the gated CD3+CD4+ cell populations. Results are shown as mean values ± SD and are
representative from three independent experiments. Statistical significance was assessed by the Two-tailed
Student’s t-test yielding *when p < 0.05; and **, when p < 0.005. Gray area: unstained control cells, green/
blue line: non-stimulated cells, red line: stimulated cells.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.g002

Table 1. Number of sequenced reads (50 nucleotide long in average) and of nucleotides after SOLiD
sequencing per experimental condition.

Experimental condition n° reads n° sequenced nucleotides

Stimulated CD4 + cells/ R5 HIV-1 1.04 x 107 5.19 x 108

Non-stimulated CD4 + cells/ X4 HIV-1 1.10 x 107 5.50 x 108

Non-stimulated CD4 + cells/ R5 HIV-1 1.11 x 107 5.53 x 108

Stimulated PBMC/ X4 HIV-1 9.41 x 106 4.71 x 108

Stimulated PBMC/ R5 HIV-1 1.14 x 107 5.73 x 108

Non-stimulated PBMC/ X4 HIV-1 1.12 x 107 5.62 x 108

Non-stimulated PBMC/ R5 HIV-1 1.19 x 107 5.94 x 108

pNL4-3kfs control 1.01 x 107 5.05 x 108

TOTAL 8.65 x 107 4.33 x 109

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.t001
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infection no evidence of cytopathic effects was observed for neither pseudotyped viruses. Also
no virus was detected in the supernatant of all primary cultures after pelleting down infected
cells (see Methods section).

Proviral DNA harvesting, sequencing and data analysis
The successfully amplification of the almost complete proviral sequence from infected cells
were achieved for every virus-cell combination, except for stimulated purified CD4 positive
cells infected by X4 pseudotyped viruses. In this experimental condition we could obtain two
out of four expected proviral regions, according to the amplification strategy presented in
Methods section. In order to maintain homogeneity of sample results we decided to exclude
that experimental non-amplified condition from the present study. No amplicons were
obtained from uninfected PBMCs or T CD4 positive purified cells. Both pseudotyped viruses
(R5 and X4) had the same genome which was derived from the pNL4-3kfs plasmid. This plas-
mid was the sole source of genomic template DNA during virus production (see Methods
section).

In order to apply our analysis methodology was mandatory to include viral sequences
obtained from the pNL4-3kfs plasmid generated by the SOLiD methodology. This data was
used as the initial viral genome condition prior to infections. Amplified proviral DNA from all
infections was also sequenced in the SOLiD v.3 platform (Life Technologies) and the raw data
was analyzed as previously described [23]. Table 1 presents the number of validated reads and
sequenced nucleotides for each experimental condition and control. Reads mapping to the 5’
or 3’ LTR regions were concentrated at either one of them during data analysis because of
sequence homology, resulting in exceptional depth coverage. For this reason, we retained for
posterior analysis only the region comprised between nucleotide positions 791 to 9,085, taking

Table 2. DNA base content (A, T, C, G) per experimental condition taken into account all sequence reads *

Stimulated CD4
+ cells/ R5 HIV-1

Non-stimulated
CD4 + cells/ X4
HIV-1

Non-stimulated
CD4 + cells/ R5
HIV-1

Stimulated
PBMC/ X4 HIV-
1

Stimulated
PBMC/ R5 HIV-
1

Non-stimulated
PBMC/ X4 HIV-1

Non-stimulated
PBMC/ R5 HIV-1

pNL4-
3kfs
control

A 36.3 35.6 35.6 35.7 35.9 36.4 36.1 37.2

T 21.5 20.7 20.8 21.1 21.0 21.2 21.1 21.6

C 17.3 18.0 18.0 17.8 17.9 17.4 17.7 17.1

G 25.0 25.7 25.7 25.4 25.2 25.0 25.1 24.1

*% Percent numbers

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.t002

Table 3. Depth coverage of SOLiD sequencing per experimental condition covering positions 790 to 9085 of the HIV-1 pNL4-3 reference genome*.

Experimental condition Mean depth Maximal depth Minimal depth

Stimulated CD4 + cells/ R5 HIV-1 53,686.49 264,854 808

Non-stimulated CD4 + cells/ X4 HIV-1 48,013.81 307,51 1,145

Non-stimulated CD4 + cells/ R5 HIV-1 51,874.62 328,621 584

Stimulated PBMC/ X4 HIV-1 45,543.92 251,851 921

Stimulated PBMC/ R5 HIV-1 54,555.82 296,26 1,183

Non-stimulated PBMC/ X4 HIV-1 54,194.89 309,272 630

Non-stimulated PBMC/ R5 HIV-1 58,211.36 308,238 1,174

*HIV-1 pNL4-3 reference genome [GenBank accession number AF324493]. Presented data correspond to number of reads obtained from each condition.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.t003
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the HIV-1 NL4-3 genome as reference [GenBank accession number AF324493]. Validated
reads were used to create a populational picture of the sequenced DNA molecules instead of
reconstructing haplotypes present in each experimental condition [23]. Table 2 shows the base
composition of the total proviral DNA from each infection and from the initial genome
(pNL4-3kfs). Table 3 indicates the number of times each proviral genomic position was
sequenced (depth of coverage). All positions were covered to a great depth (min. 584, max
328,621 times). Fig 3A presents an example of the depth sequencing coverage distribution per
nucleotide position. The observed peaks are related to artifactual or expected accumulation of
reads in selected proviral regions. 5’ and 3’ LTR peaks are assumed to be artifactual, whereas
those present at other regions are assumed to be due to the overlapping of amplicons during
the sequencing reactions (Fig 3C). Similarly, pronounced decreases in depth coverage at LTR
regions, with nearly no mapped reads, are due to the concentration of all LTR reads at one LTR
region.

Fig 3. Depth coverage of SOLiD sequencing per nucleotide position, observed nucleotide changes per position and amplification strategy. A) X
axis indicates positions along the HIV-1 genome and Y axis the number of times each position was sequenced. Shown here the sequence depth coverage
obtained from stimulated purified CD4 positive cells infected by R5 pseudotyped virus. B)Nucleotide changes affecting the majority of sequences from the
proviral population. Data obtained from non-stimulated purified CD4 positive cells infected with X4 pseudotyped HIV-1 after a single round of reverse
transcription. Diagrammatical location of changes: blue lines = mutated positions; green lines = boundaries of the investigated region.C) Amplification
strategy was performed with 4 overlapping sub-genome fragments (A,B,C,D).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.g003
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The statistical inference implemented in our analysis method as described previously [23],
provided a probability of occurrence of each nucleotide per genomic position, as exemplified in
Table 4 (for the probabilities at all sites on the seven experimental conditions and its control
see S1 Data). The probability of occurrence of each of the 4 possible nucleotides at a position
was calculated based on the total generated and validated reads covering this same position.
This probability was calculated for each infection and for the initial viral genome (pNL4-3kfs).

Comparing the above mentioned probabilities at every proviral position with the corre-
sponding probability at each nucleotide position in the initial genome (pNL4-3kfs) enabled us
to identify a pattern of nucleotide probability differences after one round of reverse transcrip-
tion. Nucleotides were ranked from the most probable to the least probable for each sequence
position. By doing this, we were able to establish two categories of changes for each position: (i)
changes in which nucleotides appeared at the same ranking order from most probable to least
probable, but with differences in each nucleotide probability and (ii) changes in which the
nucleotide order changed, mainly involving the most probable nucleotide among the
sequenced population from each experiment. We classified those categories of changes as
quantitative and qualitative, respectively.

The observed changes in the afored mentioned probabilities were strongly influenced by the
pseudotyped virus tropism, as exemplified in Fig 4. Probability differences also referred as varia-
tional distance was pronounced at the env region during X4 tropic pseudotype viruses infections.
However, differences in the same range of magnitude were not observed when R5 tropic pseudo-
typed viruses infected either PBMCs or purified non stimulated CD4 positive cells. Changes at
the env region observed for X4 pseudotyped HIV-1 were reproduced at every X4 infection condi-
tion (including infections of unstimulated and stimulated PBMCs and T CD4+ cells. Similarly
every experiment with R5 pseudotyped HIV-1 produced R5 equivalent results.

Host cell type and activation status did not significantly affect the
nucleotide probabilities in proviral sequenced populations
Data analysis allowed us to determine the probabilities of occurrence of each possible nucleo-
tide for each position at any targeted region from the proviral DNA. Comparing nucleotide
probabilities from experimental conditions to the same probabilities in the original control

Table 4. Example of six nucleotide probabilities per position obtained from non-stimulated purified T CD4 positive cells infected by X4 pseudo-
typed HIV-1*.

Nucleotide position Nucleotides probabilities Nucleotide position Nucleotides probabilities

7764 C (98.187) 7875 A (83.166)

A (01.714) C (16.685)

T (00.087) G (00.129)

G (00.012) T (00.020)

7765 T (98.915) 7876 T (54.227)

G (00.661) C (45.667)

C (00.410) G (00.096)

A (0.014) A (00.010)

7766 T (80.621) 7877 T (52.707)

A (18.371) C (45.421)

C (00.639) A (01.611)

G (00.369) G (00.261)

*Numbers in parenthesis indicate the nucleotide probabilities as percentages at the specified positions.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.t004
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allowed us to identify positions with changes in these probabilities as well as the most prevalent
nucleotide at each genomic position in the sequenced proviral population (see [23] for details).
Since a specific pattern of differences had been identified at env from X4 experiments, we com-
pared the results obtained from env with different genomic regions without a clearly defined
pattern of probability differences as, for example, the gag-pol regions. This was done in order
to evaluate the role of target cell type and cell activation status in generating that signature.
Comparison of the variational distances and complementary probabilities revealed no statisti-
cal differences (5% significance level) when the same pseudotyped virus (either R5 or X4)
infected either PBMCs or purified T CD4+ cells (Fig 5B). Furthermore, the host cell stimula-
tion status (cell activation indirectly evaluated by phenotypic activation markers) had no statis-
tically significant (5% significance level) impact on variational distance differences (Fig 5C).

Interaction with CCR5 or CXCR4 did affect the nucleotide probabilities in
proviral sequenced populations
Comparing nucleotide probabilities obtained from experiments in which R5 or X4 pseudo-
typed viruses were used, we did observe a statistically significant difference (5% significance
level) between both, when compared to the initial viral genome condition prior to infections.
Because all validated reads were taken into account we refer to these differences as populational
changes (Fig 5A). Since virus tropism is thought to be exclusively due to the gp120 composi-
tion, our experiments were done with pseudotyped viruses differing only at their gp160 env
product but keeping the same genome. As a consequence, the observed difference in nucleotide
probabilities could be explained by cell transduction signals after CCR5 or CXCR4 co-receptor
stimulation as a result of virus binding. Notably, during all infections with X4 pseudotyped
virus we noted changes in the most probable nucleotide at some positions (Fig 3B and Table 5).
Also, these changes occurred mostly at the env coding region with the exception of a single
change in pol only observed in non-stimulated purified CD4 positive cells infected by X4

Fig 4. Representative range of variational distances between nucleotide probabilities observed in the control and in each experimental condition.
X axis represents nucleotide positions in the sequence and Y axis indicates variational distances. Left, infection of purified non-stimulated T CD4 positive
cells by R5 pseudotyped HIV-1; right, infection of non-stimulated PBMCs by X4 pseudotyped HIV-1.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.g004
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pseudotyped HIV-1 (Table 5 and S1 Data). At every X4 HIV-1 infection the most probable
nucleotide after mutation was the same, and occurred at the same genomic position. In general
32% of all substitutions were transversions and 68% were transitions. The substitution A!G
was the most prevalent, corresponding to 47.1% of all observed transitions (Table 5 and S1
Data). Other transitions G!A, T!C and C!T represented 23.5%, 17.6% and 11.8%, respec-
tively. There was only one case of change in the most probable nucleotide taking into account
sequenced reads from non-stimulated purified CD4 positive cells infected with R5 pseudotyped
HIV-1. This change mapped at the genomic position 6438 corresponding to the env coding
region, being the second base of the codon number 73. This position was represented by a

Fig 5. Influence of envelope tropism, cell type, and stimulation status over proviral nucleotide probabilities after one round of reverse
transcription. A)Quantitative and qualitative changes occurring along gag-pol and env regions from X4 versus R5 pseudotyped virus infections.B)
Quantitative and qualitative changes occurring along gag-pol and env regions from infected T CD4 + positive cells versus PBMCs.C)Quantitative and
qualitative changes occurring along gag-pol and env regions from non-stimulated and stimulated. Asterisks indicate statistical difference at 5% of
significance level between compared numbers. Probabilities are presented as percentage (%).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.g005

Table 5. Types of nucleotide substitutions in R5 and X4 pseudotyped virus infections. Mutated positions and the frequency of replaced nucleotides in
the proviral population per experimental conditions.

Mutated
position

Non-stimulated CD4 + cells/ X4
HIV-1

Non-stimulated CD4 + cells/ R5
HIV-1

Stimulated PBMC/ X4
HIV-1

Non-stimulated PBMC/ X4
HIV-1

3242 G!T (55.1%)

6438 C!T (98.5%)

6780 A!C (50.9%) A!C (51.6%) A!C (50.7%)

7766 A!T (80.6%) A!T (73.4%) A!T (70.5%)

7819 A!G (99.4%) A!G (99.1%) A!G (98.4%)

7842 T!A (93.9%) T!A (94.7%) T!A (96.0%)

7864 A!G (99.5%) A!G (99.1%) A!G (99.2%)

7876 C!T (54.2%) C!T (50.0%) C!T (54.3%)

7952 G!A (99.8%) G!A (99.8%) G!A (99.9%)

7977 G!A (99.7%) G!A (99.7%) G!A (99.7%)

7993 A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%)

8023 C!T (99.8%) C!T (99.8%) C!T (99.8%)

8087 A!C (99.8%) A!C (99.9%) A!C (99.8%)

8091 T!C (99.8%) T!C (99.8%) T!C (99.8%)

8382 T!C (98.5%) T!C (99.5%) T!C (99.8%)

8473 A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.7%) A!G (99.8%)

8652 A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%)

8711 T!G (99.9%) T!G (99.8%) T!G (99.8%)

8718 C!G (99.9%) C!G (99.9%) C!G (99.9%)

8724 A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%)

8829 G!A (99.8%) G!A (99.7%) G!A (99.8%)

8871 G!A (99.7%) G!A (99.6%) G!A (99.7%)

8884 T!C (99.8%) T!C (99.8%) T!C (99.8%)

8897 A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%)

8938 A!C (99.8%) A!C (99.8%) A!C (99.8%)

8978 A!G (99.4%) A!G (99.8%) A!G (99.8%)

Underlined = transversions, italics = transitions. Infections of stimulated T CD4 + cells and stimulated and non- stimulated PBMCs by R5 pseudotypes did

not result in changes at the most probable nucleotide.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.t005
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cytosine in the control and reference strain [GenBank accession number AF324493] changing
to a thymine in this experimental condition. For most of the sequenced reads in which qualita-
tive changes were observed, a different nucleotide was observed suggesting a shift in the popu-
lation at these positions.

Mutations occurring in the codon 73 from the env region along with other highlighted
codons during R5 pseudotyped infections resulted in non-synonymous substitutions (Table 6
and S1 Data). In X4 pseudotyped viruses, 17 out of 25 (68.0%) mutations represented non-syn-
onymous substitutions (Table 6 and S1 Data). A total of 13 substitutions were located in env
and 4 in nef gene. Curiously, 5 out of 13 (38.0%) non-synonymous mutations in env occurred
at places in which our control (pNL4-3kfs) differed from the reference strain NL4-3. These
mutations reconstituted the original NL4-3 sequence as it appears in the GenBank (Table 6).
As shown in Fig 6; 10 out of 13 (77.0%) non-synonymous substitutions in env could be mapped
to known functional regions of gp120 and gp41 [25–28]. None of the non-synonymous amino
acid substitutions in nef (Table 6) could be mapped to known functional domains of the

Table 6. Coding regions andmutated codons.

Coding
region

Codon
number

Original
codon

Original amino
acid

Mutated
codon

Mutated amino
acid

Reference strain
codon

Reference strain
amino acid

pol 386 GGG G GGT G GGT G

env 187 GAT D GCT A ACC T

516 ATG M TTG L TTG L

533 ATA I ATG M ATG M

541 CTA V CAA Q CAA Q

548 CAA Q CAG Q CAG Q

552 AAC N AAT N AAT N

578 GTC V ATC I ATC I

586 AGG R AAG K AAG K

591 CTA L CTG L CTG L

601 ATC I ATT I ATT I

623 AAC N CAC H AAC N

624 ATG M ACG T ATG M

721 ATC I ACC T ATC I

751 TTA L TTG L TTA L

811 AAC N AGC S AAC N

831 TTA L GTA V TTA L

833 GCA A GGA G GCA A

835 TAT Y TGT C TAT Y

nef 15 GCT A ACT T GCT A

29 GGG G AGG R GGG G

33 GTA V GCA A GTA V

37 CTA L CTG L CTA L

51 AAC N ACC T AAC N

64 GAA E GAG E GAA E

Original codons are the most probable codons observed in control; mutated codons are those determined by nucleotide changes in X4 pseudotyped

experiments, bold capital letters indicate base substitutions within affected codons, mutated amino acids are underlined; the 2 last columns indicate

codons and amino acids at the same positions in the HIV-1 reference strain (NL4-3 GenBank accession number AF324493).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.t006
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protein [29, 30]. Those expected amino acid changes in env-nef gene products would be further
discussed in this paper.

Discussion
The two major recognized HIV-1 phenotypic variants for co-receptor use and cell tropism are
relevant to the infection process and disease evolution. R5 HIV-1 is more commonly found in
the beginning of infection and is thought to be the most efficiently transmitted variant. On the
other hand, X4 HIV-1 is strongly associated with T CD4 positive T lymphocyte count decay,
which is a hallmark towards AIDS development and a parameter for clinical evolution [2].
Besides clinical-pathological differences, biological aspects of the virus-host cell interaction
have been investigated [8–10]. Our targeted population was constituted by HIV-1 provirus
generated after one round of reverse transcription. The adopted m.o.i., 0.01, made unlikely the
occurrence of viral multiple and super infections since there was 1 viral particle for each 100
cells in our experimental infections (see Methods section). If the infection efficiency was maxi-
mal, we could expect 10,000 single infected cells per experimental condition. Accordingly, it
has been recently described the occurrence of a single copy of HIV-1 DNA per infected T CD4
positive cell in the peripheral blood [31]. Unintegrated forms are expected to be present in
HIV-1 infected cells at larger amounts than provirus [32], but according to the employed DNA
extraction method (see Methods section) they are unlikely to be present in the extracted mate-
rial due to its small size. Our data represents a snapshot of the genetic diversity in the viral pop-
ulation, since the integrated form of viral genetic information is the sole genomic source for the
next progeny production [33]. The magnitude of the sequencing depth coverage (Table 3) sug-
gests that we possibly have sequenced nearly the total provirus population produced in each
experiment. However, a recent report evaluating the efficacy of PCR based methods during the
evaluation of microbial communities [34] showed DNA sequences representing less than 5% of
the total sample tend to be poorly detected. As we did use a PCR based protocol in order to
produce samples for SOLiD sequencing, it is possible we could not be able to detect some par-
ticularly minor variants in the provirus population. However, because of the extreme deep cov-
erage of SOLiD we believe were able to describe nearly the total viral population diversity
produced by the experimental infectious process.

Our data consistently showed two different patterns of nucleotide changes in provirus pop-
ulations which were strongly associated with the kind of pseudotyped virus used (Figs 3–5).
Our sequencing results showed a portrait of our provirus population, evidencing two different
patterns of changes and showing the probabilities of occurrence of all possible nucleotides at
each position in the proviral population (Tables 4 and 5). As each read is produced from a

Fig 6. Nucleotide changes leading to non synonymous amino acids substitutions in the env coding region and selected known domains in the
translated protein.Numbers indicate nucleotide positions. V2: variable region 2, FP: fusion peptide, HP1 and 2: heptad repeat regions 1 and 2, LLP3 and 1:
lentivirus lytic peptide region 3 and 1.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.g006
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single template, the nucleotide frequency at a selected position represents the number of
sequenced templates with that nucleotide. As a consequence, a difference in the nucleotide
probability reflects template subpopulations in sequenced molecules harboring different nucle-
otides. The qualitative changes, i.e. the changes in the most probable nucleotide, occurred
almost exclusively in X4 infected cells and were regularly observed at the same positions in the
env-nef coding region taking place at the same nucleotides (Fig 3B). These results could be seen
in three independent experiments with X4 pseudotyped viruses and were absent in four inde-
pendent experiments with R5 pseudotyped viruses, all having the same original genomic tem-
plate for reverse transcription. This suggests the stimulation of the CXCR4 pathway may
influence reverse transcription or may affect a specific DNA editing activity. In support of this,
previous reports in the literature [8–11] have shown that R5 and X4 HIV-1 envelopes evoke
different patterns of cellular gene transcription as well as DNA editing enzyme activities. Addi-
tionally, the impact of different types of receptors in the outcome of viral infection has been
recently evaluated in an engineered Moloney Leukemia Virus (MLV) model using a family of
somatostatin receptors (SSTR 2, 3 and 5) [35]. MLV showed different patterns of infection,
including intracellular trafficking and quantitative differences in the viral progeny related to
the type of receptor employed. Despite the differences between the previously published experi-
mental models (using for example, engineered MLV) and ours, the results demonstrated here
strongly suggest that receptor types may impact the outcome of the viral diversification pro-
cess. It should be emphasized that we infected cells from a single blood donor in the presented
experiments, abolishing the role of different host backgrounds and reinforcing the notion of an
expected outcome due to a possible cellular response. The homogeneity of our experimental
procedures regarding the genetic background of cells, the types of cultured cells and culture
conditions during R5 and X4 pseudotyped virus infections make the divergent results very
unlikely to be related to differences arising during these procedures. Furthermore, observed dif-
ferences are not likely due to the balance of nucleotides in infected cells, a parameter recog-
nized to influence reverse transcription [36]. The direct impact of the host cell type in HIV-1
genetic variability was recently demonstrated [37]. The mutational spectra of HIV-1, in a
reporter gene, was dependent on the host cell lineage and could not be attributable to the APO-
BEC DNA editing activity nor to the imbalance of nucleotides in infected cells [37].

In our results, the observed quantitative changes, i.e. changes in the probability of occur-
rence of nucleotides without changing the most probable nucleotide, occurred in both pseudo-
typed viruses. Cells infected with R5 viruses produced significantly more quantitative changes
in the gag-pol coding region when compared to X4 viruses (Fig 5A). At the populational level
(when all reads were taken into account), our results suggest that after one single round of
reverse transcription, R5 mutations affected the balance between different subpopulations, but
preserved the overall landscape of variants. On the other hand, for X4 viruses one single round
of reverse transcription seems to drive a populational shift, in which specific genomic positions
mutated in the majority of the proviral population (Fig 3B–Table 5). X4 viruses were less effec-
tive in generating populational diversity with changes occurring in the most probable nucleo-
tide at some positions and resulting in a population shift towards a specific env region
nucleotide composition. An intense HIV-1 populational genetic drift has been already
observed after a single round replication in cell culture [38]. Genetic drifts are observed in
small sized populations when stochastic effects help the fixation of random mutations causing
the population to change haphazardly. Interesting enough the viral construction used in the
above mentioned study had a CXCR4 utilizing envelope. Based on studies about RNA virus
evolution, viruses may use different strategies when exploring fitness landscapes [39]. Popula-
tions of RNA viruses can act as generalists in order to survey vast extensions of fitness land-
scapes retaining its infectivity in different situations as for example when colonizing new hosts.
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On the other hand, RNA virus populations can become specialists concentrating its genetic
variation in limited areas of the landscape as at the top of well defined high adaptation peaks.
With this in mind we can think of R5 viruses as generalists intensifying its genetic diversity in
order to explore different spaces in the landscape without concentrating its variation to defined
evolutionary peaks. Since R5 using viruses are believed to be the sole transmitted variant, R5
variants are responsible for the maintenance and progression of the HIV-1 epidemic. Accord-
ingly to our data, X4 viruses seem to act as specialists concentrating its variability to certain
positions of env and choosing specific nucleotide substitutions. This type of evolutionary mode
can be related to the appearance of X4 viruses during disease progression driving the illness to
a faster pace towards immunodeficiency. In our data, changes in the most probable nucleotide
occurred in the HIV-1 env-nef coding region. Previous reports suggest this is expected to be
true in cases when natural viral evolution is observed, as opposed to certain experimental con-
ditions in which successive bottlenecks led to unusual nucleotide substitutions in gag resulting
in viral fitness loss [40]. The same work [40] reported the predominance of G!A transitions
(43%) over other nucleotide substitution types. In our results we did not find this type of transi-
tion as the predominant one (see Results section), possibly due to the absence of APOBEC
driven hypermutation (see below). They also reported [40] the absence of changes in gp120 V3
coding region, which is in accordance with our results (Fig 6). As proposed previously [40], we
also associate this feature to the absence of the immune response pressure in our experimental
settings. Furthermore, we analyzed a single round of infection as opposed to multiple infection
rounds in the above mentioned publication [40]. In fact, the populational coverage of our
sequencing data allowed us to speculate that the V3 coding region of the env gene did not rep-
resent a mutational hotspot after a single replication event, differently from the observed data
in other viral genomic regions. That conclusion is in agreement with previous authors who sug-
gested the hypervariability found in the V3 loop would result from positive selection instead of
a particular propensity to mutate [41]. We speculate here the presence of a still unknown
mechanism implicated in the generation of the viral diversity described in our results. This
mechanism would act concomitantly with the initial steps of reverse transcription, after the
first minus strand DNA transfer since the observed changes are strongly concentrated at the 3’
end of proviral DNA [42]. The majority of observed chances were nucleotide substitutions.
Deletions and insertions occurred at very low frequencies (data not shown) and were not
included in our analysis.

The different types of nucleotide substitution encountered (Table 5) argue against their
appearance as a result of the APOBEC activity [12, 13]. Besides this, HeLa cells employed for
pseudotyped virus production are described as not presenting APOBEC3G activity [43, 44],
although the gene is efficiently transcribed [45]. The hypermutation effect of APOBEC is
dependent on its transfer inside of newly assembled viral particles from the virus producing
cell to newly infected cells [12, 13]. In our experimental settings there were no APOBECs being
carried over inside viral particles to the next cells. In addition, the absence of detectable virus in
the supernatant of infected cell cultures after the infection period (see Results section) invali-
dates the possibility of APOBEC carryover by PBMC or purified T CD4 positive cell-derived
viruses [46]. Having this in mind, we are considering that the observed changes in the most
probable nucleotide were not related to the APOBEC3G action.

The cellular activation and progress to cell cycle (Fig 1) did not have an important impact
over nucleotide changes (Fig 5C). A relationship of T lymphocyte mitogen activation and
increased production of cyclin B resulting in the progression of the cell cycle from G0 is
referred by others [24, 47]. Cells were either kept non-stimulated or stimulated with phyto-
hemmaglutinin and IL-2 prior to infections. The activation status was checked by flow-cytome-
try as shown in Fig 1. According to the MFI analysis there was an increase in the surface
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markers of cellular activation (CD25, CD69, CD38 and HLA-DR) when unstimulated and
stimulated cells were compared. Furthermore, it has been described that HIV-1 can activate
resting T CD4 positive lymphocytes at 3 days post-infection. This effect has been related to nef
expression and evidenced by CD69 detection [48]. We could not exclude in our experiments
that the unstimulated cells changed its physiological status during the infection period, follow-
ing the described effect of nef, since we did not control the cellular activation markers expres-
sion after infection. In any case, and as mentioned before, could not see differences in viral
diversity easily related to the cellular activation status.

It is accepted the existence of restriction mechanisms operating during HIV-1 infection of
resting T CD4 positive lymphocytes [49], possibly: (i) at the reverse transcription step related
to SAMHD1 activity which results in hydrolysis of cellular dNTP pools [50, 51]; (ii) related to
cellular miRNA activity against viral and cellular gene expression [52]; or (iii) due to particu-
larly active APOBEC3Gs [53]. In our experiments, we were able to analyze almost the complete
HIV-1 coding sequence from infected cells, either without or after stimulation (see Methods
section). According to our data HIV-1 infection of non-stimulated cells occurred at least until
the integration step of the viral replication cycle. Infections occurred until this point regardless
the cell type or viral co-receptor use. Because we used single round replication pseudotypes we
can not speculate about virus production after infection of cells without stimulation. Surpris-
ingly we could not obtain the nearly complete proviral genome sequence from stimulated puri-
fied T CD4 positive cells infected by X4 pseudotyped viruses. However it must be said that we
were unable to detect viruses in the supernatant of cultures 72 hours after infection.

Target cell population homogeneity did not affect nucleotide probabilities (Fig 5B). In our
experiments, we used PBMCs and T CD4 positive purified cells from the same donor in order
to avoid different genetic backgrounds in host cells that could interfere with our results. In
addition, by working with PBMCs we could verify the impact of different microenvironments
and of bystander HIV-1 non permissive cell types (for example; negative CD4 T lymphocytes
and B lymphocytes) on viral diversification. Micro-environmental conditions have been shown
to influence cellular metabolism and its fate both in vivo and in vitro, through its chemical or
physical components [54], in healthy [55] or pathological situations [56]. In HIV and AIDS
research, this has been implicated in viral compartmentalization, which may have impact in
the pathogenesis and therapeutic strategies [57]. The reasons we found similar viral diversifica-
tion results with both purified T CD4 cells and PBMCs should include: (i) insufficient in vitro
cell types compared to the blood microenvironment; (ii) little differences between PBMCs and
T CD4 positive cells, regarding the cell type diversity in PBMCs; and (iiii) the virus predilection
for T CD4 positive cells regardless the presence of other cell types.

The predicted amino acid changes in experiments conducted with X4 pseudotyped viruses
were restricted to env and nef coding regions (Table 6). The amino acid at the position 187 of
the env protein which is part of the V2 region of gp120 was replaced from D to A in 50% of the
sequence reads [6, 58]. The V2 region along with V1 and V3 regions of gp120 are implicated in
the TAD (trimmer association domain) formation which is speculated to assume different con-
formations according to the surrounding environment [58]. Having this in mind, one could
speculate that the observed mutation in the V2 region, observed in approximately half of the
sequenced provirus population (Tables 5 and 6), would be well tolerated and maintain the
capability of gp120 trimmer formation. Amino acid positions 516 and 533 of env are part of
the fusion peptide (FP) located at the ectodomain of gp41 [59]. Surprisingly the observed
mutations at these positions (M516L and I533M) reconstituted the original amino acid
sequence observed in the NL4-3 reference strain (Table 6). It is remarkable that over 70% of
the sequenced provirus population (for position 516) and over 98% of the sequenced provirus
population (for position 533) underwent this type of non-synonymous replacement. Changes
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at amino acid positions 541, 578 and 586 of env were mapped to the heptad repeat region 1
(HP1) of the gp41 ectodomain [27]. HP1 and HP2 are involved with the gp41 trimmer forma-
tion, and the observed mutations (V541Q, V578I and R586K) (Table 6) also reconstituted the
original amino acid sequence observed in the reference strain (NL4-3) in more than 93%, 99%
and 99%, respectively, of all sequenced reads from the provirus population (Fig 6). Albeit,
changes at positions 578 and 586 resulted in the substitution of amino acids that shared the
same physicochemical properties, this was not the case for position 541 in which a hydropho-
bic amino acid was substituted by a polar uncharged one. Changes at amino acid positions 623
and 624 of env were mapped at the HP2 of the gp41 ectodomain [27]. Unlike the previously
described changes, these amino acid substitutions resulted in modifications in the amino acid
sequence when compared to the HIV-1 NL4-3 reference strain (Table 6). At both positions
over 99% of sequenced provirus had changed (N623H and M624T). Interestingly, in one these
positions the replacing amino acid had similar characteristics (polar uncharged) as the
observed at the same position in the reference strain (NL4-3). The change at the amino acid
position 721 of envmapped in a gp41 unstructured region of its cytoplasmic domain [60]. The
observed amino acid substitution (I721T) changed the amino acid sequence when compared to
the reference HIV-1 strain in over than 98% of the sequenced provirus population, replacing a
hydrophobic amino acid by a polar uncharged one (Table 6). Since this position is downstream
from the transmembrane domain and out of the recognized functional domains in the cyto-
plasmic domain [60], it is difficult to evaluate its possible consequences. The change at the
amino acid position 811 of env occurred at the lentivirus lytic peptide domain 3 (LLP3), and
changes at amino acid positions 831, 833 and 835 at the lentivirus lytic peptide domain 1
(LLP1) of the gp41 cytoplasmic domain [26]. The mutations N811S, L831V, A833G and
Y835C occurred in more than 99% of the sequenced reads in the proviral population and
resulted in a modified the amino acid sequence when compared to the sequence of the refer-
ence strain (Tables 5 and 6). In the case of residues 811 and 831 the replacing amino acid
shared the same physicochemical properties of the original ones. The replacing amino acid at
position 833, G to A, had different physicochemical properties when compared to the original
one. At position 835 the differences among replaced and replacing amino acid were significant
suggesting a higher probability of conformational shift in the protein. LLP’s regions are
thought to interact with the internal leaflet of the viral envelope and the cytoplasmic membrane
making contact with other viral and cellular counterparts. This gp41 region is implicated in
viral assembly and possibly other functions [26]. Changes in amino acids positions 15, 29, 33
and 51 mapped upstream from known functional domains of the Nef protein. Mutations
A15T, G29R, V33A and N51T generated an amino acid sequence which differed from the
HIV-1 NL4-3 reference strain [29]. In the case of positions 33 and 51 the substituting amino
acids shared the same physicochemical properties with the original ones, while at positions 15
and 29 replacing amino acids had different characteristics. Due to their locations it is difficult
to speculate on the consequences of these mutations.

Conclusions
As a whole, our results demonstrate the feasibility of viral quasi-species evaluation by NGS
methodologies.,By using SOLiD sequencing and newly developed bioinformatics analytical
tools, most of the mutant spectra could be observed and analyzed [23]. We presented for the
first time a strong evidence for a host cell driving mechanism acting on the HIV-1 genetic vari-
ability under the control of co-receptor stimulation. However the host mechanisms involved
here are still ill defined. Further investigations are needed to clarify this question, which is rele-
vant to viral diversification process and the consequent disease progression.
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Methods

Plasmids, pseudotyped viruses and cells
Viruses used in this study were produced upon transfection of HeLa cells (CCL-2 ATCC-USA)
with two plasmids at once, in order to obtain viral particles presenting a structural protein not
coded by its genome, i.e. pseudotyped viruses. The genome encoding plasmid, pNL4-3kfs, is
derived from a HIV-1 molecular clone modified to generate an env-defective viral genome
[59]. Viruses could be rescued in the presence of an env encoding plasmid, co-expressed at the
same cell. Plasmids pIIIenv3-1 [61] and pAD8env led to the production of NL4-3 pseudotyped
with CXCR4 or CCR5 tropic envelope proteins, respectively. Pseudotyped viruses produced
here were able to perform a single round replicative cycle. Virus titration was performed by b-
DNA test (Chiron Corporation) according to the manufacturer’s procedure.

HeLa cells were maintained in DMEM (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% Fetal
Bovine Serum–FBS (Life Technologies) and incubated at 37°C with 5%CO2. Peripheral Blood
Mononuclear Cells (PBMC) were obtained from a sole healthy blood donor (HIV, HBV, HCV,
T.cruzi and T.pallidum negative) in accordance to the Research Ethics Committee of UNIFESP
procedures (process number CEP1023/09). Ficoll-Paque (Organon Teknika) PBMC purifica-
tion was performed in accordance to manufacturer guidelines with a minor adaptation: buffy-
coat was laid over Ficoll instead of whole blood. CD4 positive cells were positively selected
from PBMC with EasySep Human CD4+ Positive Selection kit (Stemcell Technologies) in
accordance to the manufacturer’s guidelines. Blood derived cells (BDC)—PBMC and CD4 pos-
itive cells—viability was determined by light microscopy in the presence of Trypan Blue (Life
Technologies) prior to use. BDCs were maintained in RPMI 1640 (Life Technologies) supple-
mented with 10% FBS or 0.1% Bovine Serum Albumin–BSA (Gibco, Life Technologies) and
incubated at 37°C with 5%CO2.

Transfection, cell activation, infection and flow cytometry assay
HeLa cell transfection with the suitable plasmid pairs (3 envelope: 1 genomic) was performed
by Effectene (Life Technologies) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Pseudotyped
viruses were harvested 48 to 72 hours post transfection.

Prior to infection, BDCs were incubated under two different physiological conditions quies-
cent and cell cycle activated cells. BDCs intended to quiescent state were incubated in the pres-
ence of BSA.

Cells were stimulated with 10 μg/mL of Phytohemagglutinin (PHA) (Invitrogen) and 20 U/
mL of IL-2 (Invitrogen) for 48h followed by 24h incubation with only IL-2. After this period
cells were stained with anti-CD3, anti-CD4, anti-CD25, anti-CD69 and anti-HLA-DR antibod-
ies and the cellular activation status was analyzed by flow cytometry (Vatakis et al., 2009).
PBMCs or purified CD4+ cells without stimulus (non-activated cells) were used as control.
The cell activation was analyzed on gated CD3+CD4+ cells. Data was analyzed using the
FlowJo Program (Tree Star Inc.). Twenty thousand events were acquired from each gate on a
FACSCanto II Flow cytometer (BD Biosciences).

106 cells from every BDC group were infected with R5 or X4 pseudotyped virus, at a multi-
plicity of infection (moi) of 0.01. Mock infected cells were prepared for each BDC and pro-
cessed as pseudotyped infected cell cultures. After an adsorption period of 2 hours, cells were
washed once and new medium was added, supplemented with BSA or FBS and IL-2 according
to the physiological status of the infected cells. Infected cell cultures were incubated in standard
conditions for 72 hours, after which cells were pelleted down and used for DNA extraction.
Supernatants were submitted to virus titration by b-DNA test.
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DNA extraction, quantification and proviral amplification
Cellular DNA was extracted with QIAamp Blood DNAMini kit (Life Technologies) according to
the manufacturer’s procedre. DNA was quantified by spectrophotometry with NanoDrop
(Thermo Fischer Scientific). Nested PCR amplification of proviral sequence was performed in
every DNA sample from pseudotyped or mock infected cells as well as pNL4-3kfs, with a modi-
fied complete proviral genome amplification according to a previously described protocol [62].
Original and newly designed primers (Table 7) were used to amplify four overlapping regions of
the NL4-3 provirus covering positions 268 to 9527 (Fig 3B and 3C). Amplification was per-
formed by Platinum Taq DNA polymerase High Fidelity (Life Technologies), according to man-
ufacturer’s instructions, with 100 pmol each primer and 100–200 ng of template DNA. The
cycling conditions were: (i) region “A”, both rounds, 94°C/7’; 35 cycles of 94°C/45”, 56°C/45”,
72°C/4’; 72°C/7’; (ii) region “B”, round 1 (ext primers), 94°C/7’; 35 cycles of 94°C/45”, 52°C/45”,
72°C/2,5’; 72°C/7’ and round 2 (int primers), 94°C/7’; 35 cycles of 94°C/45”, 53°C/45”, 72°C/2’;
72°C/7’; (iii) region “C” and “D”, both rounds, 94°C/7’; 35 cycles of 94°C/45”, 56°C/45”, 72°C/3’;
72°C/7’. All reactions were performed in Verit thermocycler (Life Technologies).

PCR product purification and next-generation sequencing
PCR products of the four proviral regions from each experimental condition and control plas-
mid were purified with the Montage Filter PCR purification kit (Millipore), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. Polled amplified regions from the same experimental condition
(30,000 ng per region) were used for fragment library production and sequencing by SOLiD
v3.0 (Life Technologies), according to supplier’s guidelines.

Next-Generation sequencing data analysis
The probabilities of the possible nucleotides (A,T,C,G) at each position of the genome are esti-
mated from the aligned data. In this respect, the approach proposed in may be classified as a

Table 7. Primers used for HIV-1 provirus nested-PCR amplification.

Amplified region Primer name Sense Target position* Primer sequence 5’-3’

A 1a ext F 141 to 168 AAGTTAGTACCAGTTGAACCAGAGCAAG

B1 ext R 3,871 to 3,894 CCCTATTGGCTGCCCCATCTACAT

1 int F 268 to 290 ACAGCCTCCTAGCATTTCGTCACA

B01Rint R 3,772 to 3,791 CCACTCAGGAATCCAGGTGG

B IN-B2OS ext F 2,800 to 2,820 CTCAAGACTTCTGGGAAGTTC

SC-BOA ext R 5,242 to 5,267 TCTCCTGTATGCAGACCCCAATATGT

IN-B01S int F 3,236 to 3,258 GATGTTGTATGAACTCCATCCTG

C-BNA int R 5,193 to 5,220 CCCTAGTGGGATGTGTACTTCTGAACTTA

C SC-COS ext F 4,809 to 4,841 TACAGTGCAGGGGAAAGAATAATAGACATAATA

SC-COA ext R 7,821 to 7,842 TGTCTGGCCTGTACCGTCAGCG

SC-CNS int F 4,890 to 4,917 CAAAATTTTCGGGTTTATTACAGGGACA

SC-CAN int R 7,776 to 7,798 GCTGCCTGCTGCTCCCAAGAACC

D SC-DOS ext F 7,686 to 7,710 TTGAACCATTAGGAGTAGCACCCAC

SC-DOA ext R 9,514 to 9,538 AGAGAGACCCAGTACAGGCAAAAGC

SC-DNS int F 7,709 to 7,732 ACCAAGGCAAAGAGAAGAGTGGTG

SC-DNA int R 9,500 to 9,527 GTACAGGCAAAAAGCAGCTGCTTATATG

*HIV-1.pNL 4–3 sequence, GenBank accession number AF324493. F = forward, R = Reverse.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0139037.t007
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local diversity estimation [23]. The first stage consists in using the experimental control data as
the input for estimation of an a priori distribution. The idea is that at each position in the con-
trol the probability distribution is given by amultinomial distribution, parameterized by proba-
bilities (pA, pT, pC, pG) satisfying pA+pT+pC+pG = 1. These probabilities represent the
populational frequencies of each nucleotide per site. Thus, one has a family of multinomial dis-
tributions indexed by the sites of the genome. A convenient way to estimate these distributions
is through the Dirichlet distributions.

The family of Dirichlet distributions [63, 64] is defined in terms of continuous probability
densities on the set of n-dimensional multinomial parameters and is a multivariate generaliza-
tion of a beta distribution–in other words, it is a family of probability densities over a set of
multinomial distributions. They are characterized by a n-tuple of positive numbers called
hyper-parameters. However, unlike the multinomial parameters that must sum to one, the
hyper-parameters are unconstrained. In our case, the Dirichlet distributions are parameterized
by a quadruple (αA, αT, αC, αG) of positive numbers. They provide maximum likelihood point
estimates for the nucleotide probabilities as the mean value of the corresponding Dirichlet dis-
tributions through the formula pN = αN/s, where N = A,C,T,G, and s = αA+αT+αC+αG is called
the precision of the corresponding Dirichlet distribution.

The hyper-parameters must be estimated from the data in two steps. In the first step one
estimates the hyper-parameters for the prior distributions using the control by maximum like-
lihood method. In the second step, the hyper-parameters of the prior distributions should be
used together with the sequenced data of each experimental condition in order to compute the
hyper-parameters for the corresponding posterior conditional distributions by Bayes formula.
As a result, we obtain one conditional distribution per site for every experimental condition.
That enables us to obtain point estimates of maximum likelihood for each experimental condi-
tion, by calculating the mean value of the corresponding Dirichlet distribution.

Besides the nucleotide probabilities, there are two simple quantities based on them that are
very useful in the analysis of the data: (i) complementary probability per site and (ii) variational
distance per site. They may be used in order to establish the thresholds or to obtain some quali-
tative information about the behavior of the population at a site.

The complementary probability per site is defined as pcomp = 1–max{pA, pT, pC, pG} and it
depends only on the probability distribution of each site. It provides a measure of how much
the distribution is concentrated in one state. If the complementary probability at a site is high it
means that there is high fluctuation at that site prior to the experiment. For instance, in a per-
fectly clonal population one would expect that pcomp = 0 at every site. However, the nucleotide
probabilities obtained from the control are not exactly zero showing that there is some varia-
tion in the clonal population, most likely due to sequencing and PCR errors. The median of the
control complementary probabilities pcomp over the whole genome can be used as a threshold
for separating noise from the signal. In our experiment, the median of the control complemen-
tary probabilities is about 6.6 x 10−4, thus we can consider as significant any site in the experi-
mental conditions with complementary probability above 10−4.

The variational distance per site is defined by vd = |pA–p'A|+|pT–p'T|+|pC–p'C|+ |pG–p'G|,
where (pA, pT, pC, pG) is the nucleotide probability distribution per site in the control data and
(p'A, p'T, p'C, p'G) is the nucleotide probability distribution of the corresponding site in the
experimental condition. It is a measure of the relative variation per site from the control to the
experimental data. If it is very low at a site it means that the site has not undergone significant
change in relation to the control.

For more details on this method of analysis and its implementation see [23]. The complete
output of the analysis applied to our seven experimental conditions and its control may be
found at the S1 Data.
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Supporting Information
S1 Data. Contains the data of NGS analysis of all the seven experimental conditions plus its
control (ZIP).
(ZIP)
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